
Creating transformational impact with 
measurable outcomes

ITIM

Infraon ITIM ensures better IT availability & performance 

across networks, servers, apps, CCTVs, Wi-Fi, cloud, and more.

Integrated IT Infrastructure 
Management Platform



Weak ITIM agility and resilience can lead to fragmented mission-critical 
infrastructure. And if reactive data analytics is all you have, you can do nothing 
about it.

Infraon ITIM is an enterprise-grade ITIM platform to improve your IT infrastructure availability and 
performance. Using just one platform, you can track IT devices, networks, servers, apps, CCTVs, Wi-Fi, cloud 
systems, SDWAN.Free multiple teams from using different tools with reduced workflow complexities, better 
service health, and timely alerts

Infraon ITIM – SaaS-based platform to 
boost vendor-neutral ITIM efficiency

What sets us apart?

Infraon ITIM offers actionable intelligence by unifying data across email/web and servers. Unearth individual 
component insights and create a single source of IT infrastructure truths to improve spending, maintenance, 
upkeep, etc. You can also eliminate downtime, outages and other disruptions with integrated, real-time alerting 
and notification capabilities.

More Reasons to use Infraon ITIM

Establish configuration and compliance management

Use rapid ‘scan/search’ to discover inventory endpoints

Get a 360-degree view of IT operations with advanced data visualization

Increase IT infrastructure uptime with inbuilt resolution capabilities

Key highlights

Use a single command center to manage events, incidents, requests, etc.

Harness predictive insights to improve server management 

Better plan potential replacement, refurbishment, or end-of-life costs 

Empower support teams to be customer-centric



One platform to monitor all things IT    

Being unable to track, pinpoint, and resolve IT infrastructure 

issues can disrupt business continuity, cause user frustration, 

etc. Monitor IT networks, servers, applications, APIs, websites, 

URLs, and ports from one location.

Insights for multi-vendor ITIM efficiency

A bird’s eye view of your infrastructure ecosystem means that 

it’s crunch time for your ITIM performance. Use templated 

dashboards with multi-department and CXO visibility features 

to get valuable IT insights.

IT infrastructure management done right

Working with multiple vendors to handle different parts of your 

IT infrastructure is likely to cause multiple process headaches. 

Seamlessly switch between critical workflows – easily 

managing inventory and SLAs. 

Inbuilt fault management 

Converting faults to relevant incidents is important to stay on 

top of availability and performance issues. Unlock ITIL based 

incident and fault management features to enable quicker 

resolution of IT incidents.



Reach us

+91-80 - 4656 7100

+91 88252 45455

Support@infraon.io

611 Gateway Blvd, Suite 120,
South San Francisco, California, 
94080,  United States

Sree Gururaya Mansion, SN 1, No 
759, 8th Main Rd, South Wing, KSRTC 
Layout, 3rd Phase, JP Nagar, 
Bengaluru, Karnataka 560 078.
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About Infraon Corp

Infraon Corp is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

EverestIMS Technologies. Infraon provides 

an integrated SaaS-based product suite to 

help enterprises and telecom service 

providers automate their digital 

transformation journeys. With the Infraon 

platform, it becomes easy to scale 

modernization across simple or complex IT 

and network infrastructures.


For more information visit: www.infraon.io
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